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Are Your Friends
Keeping You
From
Succeeding in
High School?
By: Monica Andrade
Staff Reporter

This ultimately
depends on you and
how easily influenced
you are by the people
you surround yourself
with. It is no secret that
your friends have a significant impact on you,
whether it is in a negative or positive way.
However, it is up to
you to make decisions.
Your friends
are not meant to dictate
your life unless you allow them to. The only
person that holds you
back from succeeding
is yourself. Your friends
may have some contribution but they cannot
control your actions.
If you are letting these
people bring you down
and affect you in a bad
way, such as convincing you to ditch school
or teasing you about
how much effort you
put into school, then
maybe you should reconsider your “friends.”
It is extremely important to have propitious
and encouraging people
who will help you on
your path to success.

Backstage During
a By:
Lockdown
Cynthia Avila
Staff Reporter

bhsportlight@gmail.com
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Leadership Class
Replaces Holiday Door
Decorating Contest with
College Door Contest
Ms. Lim

Fall showcase performers take a curtain call, not
knowing if the lockdown had been lifted.
On October 25, istrator was asking for
2016 a shooting outside Mr. Seigel and from that
of Phineas Banning High point on we knew it was
School occurred while something serious. We
the fall showcase was were all in shock after
happening after school. hearing that some of
Students who were per- our students were shot
forming in the 2016 Fall at, it was horrifying.
Showcase had no idea
Many performwhat was going on out ers were getting mesthere since no one heard sages from their friends
any shots being fired. and family asking if they
As the announcements were okay. We overheard
went on the administra- someone saying that the
tion informed us that we 6pm showcase was gowere on lockdown and ing to be canceled and
since then we knew an everyone went crazy.
incident must have hap- We were sad and angry
pened. The performers at the same time but we
were acting with calm tried so hard to give the
as they heard the an- audience a good show.
nouncements, until the
“The
show
phone rang. An admin- must go on,” we said.

Happy Holidays from
The Portlight Staff
The SLOS!!!

		

Habits of Mind

P repared for post secondary opportunities

Don’t forget: the two
schoolwide habits of
mind:

I nvested in education & inspired to succeed

Manage Impulsivity
Take Responsible
Risks

O ptomistic and goal oriented

L ife-long learners

T echnologically proficient
S ocially responsible community members		

Mr. Chavez

AND THE WINNER IS…….. *drum roll*

Ms. Lischer Rm.118

Ms. Osorio

Mr. Huezo
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This Year’s
AP Course Offerings
at Phineas Banning
High School:
AP Studio Art 2-D Design
AP Studio Art
AP English Language
AP English Literature
AP Macroeconomics
AP United States Government & Politics
AP United States History
AP World History
AP Biology
AP Calculus
AP Calculus BC
AP Chemistry
AP Physics
AP French Language and Culture
AP Spanish Language and Culture
AP Spanish Literature and Culture
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PBHS

Why You Should Take
Advanced Placement (A.P.) Classes?
By: Julie Melgarejo
Staff Reporter

What
is
A.P.?
They are high school
courses that are equivalent to undergraduate
college courses. It is
like taking college classes, but in high school.
Benefits
of
taking
A.P.
classes:
●
You save money on college tuition:
Normally you would
have to pay for the
course but by taking A.P.
classes in high school
you would only have
to pay for the test. The
price for the tests ranges
up to $92. If you get free

or reduced lunch the test
will cost you around $10.
●
Helps
you
graduate college sooner: While completing
A-G requirements, you
would also be getting
ahead for college. Some
students could even get
a year ahead in college.
●
Helps
you
stand out in college applications: Many college administrators love
looking at application
in which students have
already taken college
courses. It proves to
them that you challenged yourself and

can manage a college
course in high school.
●
Help you develop
college-level
academic skills: Many
students are shocked
on how challenging the
courses are, and how
much work they need to
complete. By taking A.P.
courses ahead of time,
you’ll gain experience
and know what to expect.
●
You
earn
five college credits:
If you pass the exam
in May, you will receive college credits
for the classes taken.
Although taking college
course in high school can
be stressful and difficult,
it contains a lot more
benefits than a drawback. I recommend taking an A.P. course to experience the possibilities
the courses have to offer.

How Climate Change Affects
Communities of Color
Communities
of color and low-income
communities struggle
with the direct impact
of climate change. Industrial emissions from
refineries and power
plants are often near
communities like these.
Climate change hits
these
communities
first and the hardest.
Low-income
communities of color
are more likely to live
near freeways, power
plants, rail yards, and
other large polluting facilities with high carbon
emissions in California.
Hispanics have
the highest exposure
rates for 10 out of the

By: Giselle Cabrera
Features Writer
14 pollutants. These
communities are least
likely to have access to
the resources they might
need in case of heat
waves but are more likely to experience them.
Extreme heat
events
are
responsible for more deaths
annually than hurricanes, lightning, tornadoes, floods, and
earthquakes combined.
Heat
waves
are a real problem that
affect
communities
like ours. Yet we have
a new President with
the Republican Party,
as the leader of the free
world, who thinks “climate change is a hoax.”
Everyone
is
facing the impact of

climate change, especially
communities
like ours with cumulative impact, meaning
we have more than one
source of pollution.
We have higher
rates of asthma, bronchitis, and cancer. Yet, in
my opinion, a privileged,
racist, misogynistic, and
xenophobic man is coming in and telling us
climate change is fake.
Climate change
is real. It’s happening.
California just experienced its 3rd hottest October on record.
The weather patterns
are changing drastically. We need to realize that this is real
problem and we need to
make a positive change.

Opinion
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Boycott Black Thursday
By: Jasmine Contreras
Staff Reporter

Black Friday
happens every year the
day after Thanksgiving.
Unfortunately,
Black
Friday has now turned
into Black Thursday.
Many people are not
pleased by this change
because Thursday is
Thanksgiving, a day
where families are supposed to get together
and give thanks. It is
not a day where you go
wait in a long line to get
a TV or other electronics. As a result, many
people are pledging to
not shop on Thursday.
Many
question if retail stores even
care about their employees. A majority of retail
stores such as Target,
Kmart and Best Buy
are making employees work on Thursday,
some working before 6
p.m. This makes family members of workers angry because they
will not be able to

celebrate
Thanksgiving with their family.
By boycotting
Black Thursday, people
pledge to not participate
in this event according to
Annalyn Kurtz in her article, “Disgusted Shoppers Threaten to Boycott
Black Thursday”. All
over social media, people are supporting this
petition and giving their
opinions on why workers should stay home instead of going to work.
They are saying that
they will no longer shop
at their favorite stores
because they do not support their decision of
opening a day earlier.
Here is a list
of retail stores that will
be closed on Thursday:
Costco,
GameStop,
Sam’s Club, Lowe’s,
Home Depot, Guitar
Center, Staples, Nordstrom,
Burlington
Coat Factory and more.

Happy Holiday’s
from the

Portlight Staff!!

See you next year!

PBHS
Can Food Waste be Prevented?
By: Alicia Madriz
Staff Reporter

I interviewed
Nadine Jackson, the
cafeteria manager for
Banning High School.
I asked her, “Where
does all the food go
after they serve breakfast and lunch?” she
replied, “It goes in the
trash.” I asked her if
the school loses money,
she said that the school
doesn’t lose money because the school gets
money from the district.
The school cafeteria came up with a
program called, “Save
it for Later Alligator Program.” Which
means the student picks
three items, one must
be fruit, and can save
one of their choices for
later. For lunch the hamburger counts as one and
the meat is another. She
notices that many of the
students don’t eat breakfast, so she only sends
an amount that will be
eaten and tries to reduce
the amount she orders.
A way to reduce
food loss is to donate the
food. However, they
can’t do that because of

certain laws that prohibit them from sending
food from one place to
another. For example,
if they send the food to
a homeless shelter, or
any other shelter, and
someone gets sick from
eating the food, they can
get a lawsuit. They have
to follow state guidelines since the school
gets the food for free.
A way she
helps to reduce food is,
if she sees that students
don’t like a certain food,
she’ll order less the next
time they serve that type
of food. Sometimes they
run out of food quick
because more students
decide to eat that day.
For example, noodles
served on Tuesday, they
ran out because she had
reduced the amount of
it being served from
past history, because
students wouldn’t eat it.
The manager
has a report to keep track
of the leftovers, and how
many students, from
BACIS and Banning eat
everyday. Due to some
field trips and activities

that go on at lunch, she
is not able to reduce how
much she orders for that
day. So she’ll end up
serving a larger amount
of food. She said, “We
need more communication from staff so
I know about events
and activities ahead of
time, and I can reduce
how much I serve.” She
has a budget of about
$15,000 she can’t go
over. She currently has
spent about $12,000.
She said, “We should
have a meeting with
leadership and the students to see what’s more
favorable for them.”
From our point
of view it seems like
they are wasting a lot of
food, but we don’t see
behind the scenes, and
all the ways they try to
reduce food waste as
much as they can. No
matter what, there’s always going to be some
amount wasted. It’s
something we can’t control, but it’s about what
we can do to reduce the
amount of food waste.

OPINION:
Why Turn Vegetarian?

By: Cynthia Avila, Staff Reporter
Being a veg- capable of feeling pain throats slit. Many anietarian is helpful to the than cats and dogs. In mals remain conscious
world. There are many some farms, animals are while they are being
reasons to change your crammed into window- plunged into hot water
eating habits. Eating less sheds, wired cag- or hair removal tanks.
meat supports animal es, or gestation crates. Some are conscious
cruelty. The animals Think of yourself in a when their bodies are
you are eating will nev- small cramped cage with being skinned. Imagine
er raise a family, build no air or food and with innocent chickens getnests, or do anything no way of speaking or ting their nails and beaks
that is natural to them. being heard, having no
clipped off.
They won’t know when idea that you’re going
Eating animals
their last day is to feel to be slaughtered in just also has a negative effect
the sun’s warmth or take
minutes or seconds.
towards the body like
their last breath of air.
When animals the increase of cancer,
There are many are loaded into trucks heart disease, or the bird
ways to think of this. If they are not given food flu, or type 2 diabetes.
you wouldn’t eat a dog, or water and when they Meat is good but areyou
then you shouldn’t eat a arrive to the slaughter- thinking about the anichicken. Farm animals house, those who surmal you are chewing?
are no less intelligent or vived will have their
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TRUMP

Opinion
Election 2016

PBHS

CLINTON

These letters are from Phineas Baning High School students expressing their emotions towards the election.

Opinion on the Election

New President

By Poem Medina
Features Writer

Well, the election has finally passed
and many are shocked
because Trump won. I
personally don’t agree
with the way things
turned out because I
am against what Trump
stands for. But then
again, we all have to
just deal with it and
hope for the best. Demonstrations have occurred across the country, even in our school.

I like how
people are standing up
for what they believe in,
but in reality they can’t
really do anything about
Trump being President.
For him to be impeached,
he has to do something
wrong and then Congress will impeach him.
In the end we
all just have to hope our
country doesn’t go to hell
within the next 2 years.

By:Julie Melgarejo
Staff Reporter

On
November 9th, 2016, Donald
Trump won the presidential race making
him the 45th president
of the United States of
America. Ever since the
results were announced,
there has been multiple
riots/protest all over
the country, including
here, at Phineas Banning
High School. I personally, was upset about the
outcome of the election.
It was truly suprising,
how many racist, sexsist, misogynictic, homophobic people there
are in the U.S. Although

I do not agree with the
outcome we just have
to move on. We have to
think before acting, and
manage our impulsivity. We can not let one
person ruin this country,
together we will create
one voice that will be
heard across the world.
Like Assata Shakur
said, “It is our duty to
fight for our freedom,
it is our duty to win, we
must love each other
and support each other,
we have nothing to lose
but our chains.” We
must stand together, and
not resort to violence.

By: Kelly Cabrera
PBHS Student
I’m so sad and
pissed that Trump won. I
really hate that man. He
is so racist about people’s skin and I just have
so much hate for him, as
well has for his family.
I really wanted Hillary
to win because she is
a very good woman to
become president of the
United States of America. I’m just really upset
about the election. The
thing I don’t like about
Trump is that he’s saying he’s going to deport
all of the Mexicans back
to the dirt in Mexico.

Gilmore Girls
Returns!
By: Melanie Cervantes
Managing Editor
After 9 awaited
years, the Gilmore Girls
returned with a new season on Netflix: Gilmore
Girls’: A Year in the
Life. It was exciting to
see the close motherdaughter relationship
between Lorelai and
Rory Gilmore relived. It
was also exciting to see
the quirky characters
return to the little town
of Stars Hollow.
The 4 new
episodes correspond
to each season of the
year. The season kicks
off with “Winter,”
where Rory Gilmore
returns from London to
visit her family. Rory is
now a 32 year old sad,
homeless, and jobless
woman who is in denial.
During the season she

constantly moves back
and forth from London
to Stars Hollow.
The season focuses on Rory’s life and
love interests. She is in
search of a job due to
her failed one in writing
a biography of a woman
she had
interviewed
in
London.
While in
London,
she stays
with one
of her
ex-lovers, Logan Huntzberger, who is engaged
to another woman. Rory
isn’t sure about her
feelings toward Logan
because of his engagement, so they have one

last time together before
going their separate
ways. When she returns
to Stars Hollow, she
encounters another
ex-lover, Jess Mariano.
After catching up with
each other, he gives
her the idea in writing

she struggles with her
problems. She tends to
escape from it all. Other
than her father passing
away, Lorelai has to
deal with her mother’s
taunts about her 9 year
unmarried relationship
with Luke. She runs off,
leaving
Luke
behind.
While
away,
she
realizes
what
must be
done:
she and Luke must get
married. She proposes
to him and they secretly
get married the day
before the actual ceremony.
The day after

Spoiler
Alert!!
a book about her and
her mother’s relationship and what Lorelai
went through as a young
single parent raising
Rory.
As for Lorelai,

the wedding, tables
start to turn when Rory
and Lorelai have a
conversation. As they
speak, Rory starts off
by saying,” Mom,”
with Lorelai responding
with,” Yeah?” After a
brief pause, Rory says,”
I’m pregnant.”
BAM! The
show ends with that
cliff-hanger, and many
unanswered questions.
It was HEARTBREAKING to see the show end
that way, but hopefully
they plan on making
new episodes to fulfill
our need of knowing
what happens after.
See pg.6 for an opinion
on the revival of
Gilmore Girls!
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Disney’s Upcoming Live
Action and
Animation Films

PBHS
Getting To Know Your Principal
Michelle Casian, Editor-in-Cheif
Abraham Garcia, Features Writer

By: Gabriela Ruelas, Staff Reporter

Disney began
enlarging the world of
their live-action and
animation, bringing the
most treasured characters back to the big
screen. You’ll be quite
surprised and excited
to know what is waiting for you. Some of us
have seen at least one of
the live action movies
Disney has made, and
found it to be a great
film. As for the animation side, we’ve seen
different races included,
especially in princess
movies. The following
movies below are being
made or in the process
of production. So let’s
get started shall we?
On November
23, 2016 Disney will be
releasing a new animation film that will include for the first time,
a Polynesian princess.
The movie will be starring Auli’i Cravalho
as Moana and Dwayne
“The Rock” Johnson
as Maui. The music
for the movie will be
written by Lin Manuel
Miranda, the creator
and star of Broadway’s
Hamilton. The film will
be exploring the his-

tory of the South Pacific and their culture.
There are two trailers
that have been released
for this film and if you
haven’t watched it, you
should go check it out.
Beauty and the
Beast is currently being
made and will be airing before you know it.
The airing date for the
film will be on March
17,2017. The actors for
the roles have already
been chosen. The movie
will be starring Emma
Watson, Dan Steven
and Ewan McGregor,
Luke Evans and many
more. There is also a
trailer for this film,
giving you a glimpse
of what to expect.
Walt
Disney
Pictures, on October 4,
2016 released the airing date of the new live
action film Mulan. The
film will be debuting
at theaters on November 2, 2018. Someone
associated with the
movie said that the actors that they choose to
play the primary roles
are going to be Chinese actors, so they can
fit the characters race.

Left: Michelle Casian
Center: Principal Rudy
Mendoza
Right: Abraham Garcia

We conducted an interview with our Principal,
Mr. Mendoza, to give
staff and students a better understanding of him
and not to know him as
just a label. I had the
honor of getting to know
him better and I hope
you feel proud to have
this man as your Principal as much as I am.
Mr. Mendoza is
passionate and dedicated about the school and
community. He has a
long history with PBHS:
He was a student, graduating in 1981. After
graduating from UCLA
with a degree in Social
Studies, and a Masters
in Administration from
CSUDH, he received his
teaching credential. He
began teaching social
studies at Steven White
Middle School, then
transferred to PBHS

where he also became
the Leadership
and
Cheer Team Advisor.
He became an
Assistant Principal for
several years at Banning
and Washington Prep.
His first job as Principal was at Gardena High
School. In 2013, he became Banning’s Principal and has made many
positive changes.
MC: How would you
describe yourself using
3 adjectives?

RM: Loyal, Committed,
and Kind.
MC: What do you view
as your most important
contribution to the daily
operations of the school?
RM: To support and
empower teachers and
students with their instruction and academic
needs.
MC: What are some upcoming plans you have
for Banning High?
RM: For the four years
that I’ve been here so far
we have improved a lot
by bringing:
* Firefighter Magnet
Program
* Maritime Scholars
Program

Animal Abuse
Animal abuse has
always happened but
does that mean it should
continue? Animals have
feelings too. When
I asked some people
about the abuse of animals, some believed
that they don’t have
emotions like we do so
it doesn’t matter if they
torture or beat them.
Believe it or not, ani-

mals do have emotions
like we do and they
shouldn’t have to endure
the pain that they do.
Some animals are very
fortunate to have owners
that care for them but not
every animal is as fortunate as those who are.
Dogs
and
cats are not the only
abused animals. Elephants, Rhinos, Mon-

By: Xena Ybarra
Feature Editor

keys,
Horses,
and
many more are abused.
According to humanesociety.org on their article Animal Cruelty Facts
and Stats, “the shocking
number of animal cruelty cases reported every
day is just the tip of the
iceberg; most cases are
never reported. Unlike
violent crimes against
people, cases of ani-

mal abuse are not compiled by state or federal
agencies, making it difficult to calculate just
how common they are.”
Please help those animals in need. Report the
abuse that they suffer
from until they eventually die. Help make a difference with the animal
abuse cases. Report them
do not just stay quiet.

* Habits of Mind
* 7th Period Schedule
* Restorative Justice
Program
And the upcoming plans
that I have planned is to :
* Bring back the Nursing Program
* Create a S.T.E.A.M
Program (Science, Technology,
Engineering,
Arts and Mathematics)
MC: What are some
ways that you connect
with the community?
RM: I’ve been reaching out to the people of
Wilmington by trying to
get sponsors to improve
our school.
MC: Are there any adjustments you would
want to make?
RM: Of course! I plan
on..
* Improving Test Scores
* Improving Student
Achievement
* Increasing Internships
* New Cragin Theatre
seats
* A new Scoreboard
* Painting the Big Gym
* More Murals
*Getting students to
connect school and real
life together.

Features
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Gilmore Girls Revival
Opinion
By: Monica Andrade
Staff Reporter

On November
25th, 2016 the Gilmore
Girls Revival was released and as a Gilmore
Girl fan my sister and
I woke up early, made
coffee, gathered snacks
and prepared ourselves
for what was about to
come. The beginning
of the season had the
same flow as all the season prior, it felt like any
other episode, almost as
if the show had never
ended. We discovered
many things in the new
season Michel is gay
and is debating adoption, Lane’s dad finally
makes an appearance,
Rory is in an open
relationship with Logan
who is engaged, Lorelai
and Emily going to
therapy together.
Lorelai is
stressed out with the
Inn, her mother, and
Luke so she decides to
go hiking like in the
novel “Wild” in order
to gain a new perspective. While on her hike
she makes up with her
mother and returns to
Stars Hollow and asks
Luke to marry her.
Which I had mixed
feelings about, I wished
to see more progress
in their relationship, I
also wanted to see their
wedding. Although we
did not get to see the actually ceremony which
I was a bit upset about,
it was more Lorelai and
Luke’s style to get married hours before with
just their closest loved
ones.
Rory remains

as lost as ever trying
to figure out where
she ‘fits’ searching for
the right job when she
gets visited by Jess, her
ex-boyfriend who snaps
her back to reality. He
suggest her writing a
book about her life with
her mother. Which I
thought was an amazing idea, it is something
that Rory knows so well
and can passionately
write about. I was not
too fond about Rory and
Logan’s relationship
throughout the season,
it felt like a repeat of
the relationship she
had with Dean, her first
boyfriend. I was really
disappointed in Rory
at the beginning of the
season, I just felt that
Logan is not what Rory
needed. She needed
someone who will help
her stay grounded and
he is just a distraction
for her. This is why I
think Jess seems the
perfect fit for her, they
complete each other and
they never truly got a
closure from their past
relationship.
My final
thoughts on the season is Rory telling her
mom she is pregnant,
which was such a huge
cliffhanger and left me
utterly shocked. I love
the idea of Rory having
a child because I can
see Rory being a good
mom, but I do not like
the idea of Logan possibly being the father.
Hopefully there will be
more seasons to answer
our curious questions!

PBHS
What to get on Black Friday What’s new
By Christopher Pineda
and what’s
Features Writer
leaving from
Black Friday is a great Second of all don’t worway to get new awe- ry anymore; Black FriNetflix this
some things. So here day has got your back.
November?
are things that I rec- Normally you can get a
ommend you get on
Black Friday; just be
ready to fight for them.
A Video Game
console: You still don’t
have an Xbox 360, Playstation 3, or Wii? Do not
fear my friend now’s
your chance to get an
8th generation console. Consoles usually
have great deals during
Black Friday with the
Xbox one being as low
as $200, that’s half the
price of the original. If
you have $400 saved
up keep it and wait for
Black Friday You could
get an Xbox one and
Ps4 with a few games
if you really wanted to.
A Smart TV:
Don’t have a TV, well
first of all I feel for you,
and I’m here for you.

32-inch flat screen for
under $200, which isn’t
bad. BUT I WANT THE
BEST FOR YOU SO
A PUNY 32-INCH TV
SIMPLY WON’T CUT
IT. I did some research
and found out that there
is a 43-inch 4K-2160p60Hz LED HD smart
TV for $229.99, NOW
THAT’S A DEAL. So
if you know where
to look and if you’re
fast
enough
you’ll
have one snazzy looking TV for your room.
So there you
have it my friends,
those are some recommendations I have
provided with, the rest
up to you. It’s time to
prepare yourself for
the war that is coming on November 25th.

My Craziest Black Friday
Experience
By: Jasmine Contreras (staff reporter)
My
craziest
Black Friday
e x perience was standing
in line for 5 hours at
Walmart to get a new
T.V. because they have
good deals on electronics during Black Friday.
We
arrived
around midnight and the
line was already long.
It was taking awhile to
get parking, so my parents made my brother
and me get out to get in
line. To find the end of
the line, we had to go
to the back of the store.
We were amazed at how
many people camp out
on Black Friday. We assumed that these people
were standing in line for
electronics just like us.

Once in line
it started to get cold.
We thought that our
jackets would keep us
warm but it felt like I
didn’t even have a jacket on in the first place.
The store didn’t allow
customers to take blankets in because people
rob things by hiding
them under the blanket.
After
waiting in line for 5 hours,
Walmart finally opened.
The line moved, and
my family got in. Once
inside, we went to the
electronics section to
see if there were any
T.V.’s left. Fortunately,
we were able to get the
T.V. and it was very
much worth the wait.

By Abraham Garcia
Feature Writer

Each month something
new arrives on Netflix, whether it’s Netflix
originals, movies, or tv
shows. There’s always
something new to keep
people entertained. But
sadly, many things have
to be removed as well.
What’s new?
The Crown (A new Netflix series)
Jackass 3.5
Paddington
The Jungle Book (2016
version)
Jetsons the movie
King’s Faith
Boyhood
Level Up
What’s leaving?
E.T
Kangaroo Jack
Legally Blonde
Open Season 1-3
The Powerpuff Girls
TheSpongebob
Squarepants Movie
Total Drama World Tour
The Boxtrolls
Ultimate Spider Man:
Web Warriors
Chowder
Courage the Cowardly
Dog
The Boondocks
Scream 2
Academy Council
Meetings
Magnet- Wednesdays
during lunch Room 220
Ms. Rodriguez
CAL- Thursdays during
lunch Room 325
Mr. Vargas
GESA- Thursdays during lunch Room 209
Ms. Amaya

ART
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The
“Earth”
By: Poem Medina
Feature Writer

This koi fish drawing was made when I was in 8th grade.
I was inspired to draw this by tattoos that I had seen because they are a form of art and I find these fish beautiful

Without

“Art”

By: Poem Medina
Feature Writer

This is a character from the anime, Sword Art Online,
and I drew this because I wanted to practice my coloring/
blending skills.

Is
Just
By: Abraham Garcia
Features Writer

I drew the Titan, Eren, from Attack on Titan because I
thought he looked really cool in this picture. I wanted to see if I could actually draw him since I’m a
fan of this anime. Drawing this improved my skills
and made me realize how much I loved to draw.

“Eh”

By: Xena Moon Ybarra
Features Editor

This is my favorite drawing that I have ever made. This
took longer than any work I have ever done. My art
teacher, at the time, inspired me to try out a more difficult piece of art to draw. Even though it was suggested
to draw this girl in a picture, I took on the challenge
and I am proud to say that I’ve done an excellent job!

EZ Street
Driving School
TEEN
DMV Approved ONLINE
Drivers ED Course
$19.95

www.ezstreetdrivingschool.com
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Pac-12 Mid Season
Roundup

Sports

By: James Dempsey
Sports Reporter

In college football, the
PAC-12 conference has
not blown any minds
besides new Washington and dominant USC
programs. 		
Chris Peterson runs a
Washington team that
creates havoc and intimidation for opposing teams. Quarterback
Jake Browning takes
outstanding leadership
and is the Pac-12 midseason offensive player..
Washington runs the
Pac-12 north outplaying its division opponents, Oregon, California, Stanford, Oregon
State, and Washington
State. Heisman Trophy
candidate Christian McCaffrey looks forward
to take Stanford to the
top with its dominant
running game. The
Cardinal plans to reign
the north but first has
to win out this season.

The southern
section 11 time national
championship winner
USC has been on the
rise since week 5. Although starting off with
a 1-3 record, the Trojans
have dominated their
opponents
completing the season with a
record of 9-3. Sophomore Adoree Jackson
is an outstanding player
and is a huge part of the
defense.USC is headed for the Rose Bowl!
14 miles away
from USC, the UCLA
Bruins are another team
Pac-12 south division.
They have a young, fast
paced team that can be
explosive at any point
of the game. But injuries
have knocked them out.
On
January 2, 2017, USC
will meet Penn State
at the Rose Bowl for
the

championship.

Turkey Bowl 2016
By: James Dempsey
Sports Reporter

Every year on
the fourth Thursday of
November, family and
friends come together
to dominate the dinner
table, toss around the
pigskin, and ultimately
give thanks. Almost everybody loves devouring the huge portions
of turkey,
mashed
potatoes,
and all the
other possibilities
your family chef
makes,
but what
do you do
while you
wait for
the dinner to be
served?
Thanksgiving
day seems endless if
you just sit at home
waiting for dinner to
be ready! So what can
you do to pass time?
Americans are in luck

because there is always
an annual Turkey Bowl!
These football
games are played by
professional NFL athletes , and by friends
gathered at the park or
backyards. Uncles and
older men can hop off
the grill and either show
the teenagers how
it’s done
or make
complete
fools of
t h e m selves!
Most
of them
c l a i m
they were
the best in
the state
w h e n
they were
in
high
school
so
it’s
a great experience to
see what they’ve got.
So let’s all grab
a plate or two and prepare ourselves for this
year’s Turkey Bowl!

Winter Formal is coming!!

The Curse Is Broken!
By: Carlos Gonzalez Sports Reporter
Two of the
teams in the MLB
year faced off:
Cleveland Indians
the Chicago Cubs.
The Cleveland
Indians put up an amazing performance taking a 3-1 lead against
the Chicago Cubs.
However,
surprisingly the Cubs worked
extremely hard and
tied the games to 3-3.
We have the
new
World
Series
champions! The Chicago Cubs broke “The
Curse” and finally won
best
this
the
and

the World Series after an
everlasting 108 years.
The last time they won
the World Series was
in 1908 and they finally won in 2016 after
forcing the Cleveland
Indians to a Game 7.
When they met
for game 7 at Wrigley

Field, the Cubs took the
lead at 1-0 and soon after scored two points
in innings 4 and 5 as
well as an additional
point in inning 6. As
for the Indians, they
scored a point during
inning 3, two points
during inning 5, and 3

in the eighth inning.
They were tied
6-6 and neither team
was able to score during inning 9, therefore
they went to extra innings. But not before
a 17 minute rain delay.
The Cubs were able to
put up two points on the
scoreboard at the top of
the 10th inning while
the Indians only scored
one point, thus with
the final score of 8-7.
The
Cubs
made
history.
this
World Series will forever be remembered.

PBHS
Girl’s Tennis
Winning
Season
By: Ingrid Escarrega
Sports Reporter

On week one
the girls played Legacy
for season opener and
won 4-3.
The following
game was against Leuzinger which they won
6-1.
Playing Santee
as well as Centennial
and Manual Arts, the
girls came out on top
with the winning score
of 7-0 shutting them all
out!
As good as the
girls were doing when
they played Roosevelt,
they came up short 2-5;
however, in the following game the girls refocused and won 7-0.
After that, the
girls played San Pedro
for league opener and
won 5-2. Then, shut
out Rancho Dominguez
with a 7-0 win.
At Carson and
Gardena they came up
short 1-6, but for the
second time playing San
Pedro they came up with
the winning score of 4-3.
Playing
a
scrimmage vs Palos
Verdes the Lady Pilots
won 10-2.
The varsity single starters are Elaine G. (12th),
Stephanie S. (11th),
Darla R. (12th), Ingrid
E. (12th). Our doubles
one pair
Juana G. (11th)
and partner Lizeth M.
(11th). Doubles two are
Jazmin A. (12th) and
partner Laia F. (10th),
doubles three Dahlia C.
(10th) and partner Jazmin C. (10th).

